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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel approach to the development of a class of local simplicial refinement strategies.
The algorithm in two dimensions first subdivides certain edges. Then each triangle, if refined, is subdivided in
two, three or four subelements depending on the previous division of its edges. Similarly, in three dimensions
the algorithm begins by subdividing the two-dimensional triangulation composed by the faces of the tetrahedra
(the skeleton) and then subdividing each tetrahedron in a compatible manner with the division of the faces. The
complexity of the algorithm is linear in the number of added nodes. The algorithm is fully automatic and has been
implemented to achieve global as well as local refinements. The numerical results obtained appear to confirm that
the measure of degeneracy of subtetrahedra is bounded, and converges asymptotically to a fixed value when the
refinement proceeds. 2000 IMACS. Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Both mesh refinement and mesh redistribution are popular techniques for improving a mesh. These
concepts and related ideas are discussed in [11]. In the present work we confine our attention to the local
mesh refinement problem and, in particular, to an approach that is based on refining the skeleton of a
simplex mesh. Local refinement is critical to the efficient approximate solution of partial differential
equations in many practical applications. Adaptivity of the mesh is particularly important in three-
dimensional problems because the problem size and computational cost grow very rapidly under uniform
refinement. As is well known, there are two main steps in local adaptive refinement [11]: the refinement
of a subset of elements based on local error indicators [1,2,18], and the consistent transition between
refined and unrefined cells. We refer to the latter as ‘mesh conformity’ [26,35]. The elements that offer
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Fig. 1. 4-T division of Rivara.

the simplest choice in any dimension are the simplices: triangles in two dimensions, tetrahedra in three
dimensions and their analogs in even higher dimensions. Several different refinement and improvement
techniques for two- and three-dimensional triangulations are now available. In what follows we review
some of the main refinement algorithms in two and three dimensions.

In two dimensions, Bank and Sherman [3] refine locally by subdividing certain triangles into four
similar subtriangles by connecting the midpoints of the sides of the ‘parent’ triangle. The conformity of
the mesh is ensured by appropriate subdivision of adjacent elements. Some schemes are based on edge
bisection, e.g., the 4-T algorithm of Rivara [38]: first the longest edge is bisected, and the midedge point
is connected to the vertex opposite, and then the newly formed vertex is used to subdivide the initial
triangle in four as shown in Fig. 1. In this algorithm, the angles of the triangles in a resulting locally
refined grid are uniformly bounded away from 0 andπ . Additional refinement of adjacent triangles is
again necessary to ensure the conformity of the mesh, but this refinement is also made based on bisecting
the longest edge in the Rivara algorithms.

Another related method is the ‘newest vertex bisection’ introduced by Mitchell in [28]. The triangle
edge to be bisected is identified without any computation. Only four similarity classes of triangles and
only eight distinct angles are created by this method. Hence the important condition of being bounded
away from 0 andπ is again satisfied. Additional refinement is also necessary in this algorithm to ensure
the conformity of the mesh. It is worth noting that the newest vertex bisection is equivalent to the 4-T
Rivara algorithm in the case in which the bisected edge coincides with the longest-edge.

There are other schemes which introduce different transition elements to interface refined and
unrefined regions. Other techniques use constraints on the approximation rather than subdividing adjacent
neighbor elements (e.g., see Carey [10] for an early study). We will not consider these alternative
approaches here.

In three dimensions there are two main approaches for subdividing a single tetrahedron: octasection
and bisection. Octasection methods simultaneously create eight descendants for each tetrahedron. Bey [9]
first connects the edges of each face triangle as in the two-dimensional Bank refinement, then cuts off
four subtetrahedra at the corners which are similar to the original one. Then Bey’s algorithm cuts the
interior octahedron into four more subtetrahedra. Since this algorithm considers only the number of
nodes at the midpoints of the edges, not the relative position of these nodes, for partial refinement of a
tetrahedron there are 26= 64 possibilities. To handle the transition from refined area to non refined area
he considers four patterns that cover 25 of the 64 possibilities. The remaining 39 possibilities are refined
to 8 subtetrahedra (see [9] for details).

Methods based on bisection can also be devised easily to subdivide each tetrahedron in eight, but the
primary stage consists in bisecting the tetrahedron in two. Bänsch [5] presents an algorithm based on the
selection of an edge as aglobal refinement edgein each tetrahedron, but imposes small perturbations of
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the coordinates of the nodes to avoid incompatibilities. The algorithm presented by Rivara and Levin [41]
is based on longest edge bisection. Mathematical proofs of the non-degeneracy of the grids created by
this scheme have not yet been developed, although experiments suggest this property holds. Liu and
Joe [25,26] present an algorithm (QLRB) similar to that of Bänsch. They classify the tetrahedra in four
types and set up the types of edges depending on the type of tetrahedron. The bisection edges are chosen
without computation. This order depends on the assignation of types to the new edges. In this sense it
can be said that the QLRB algorithm is the generalization to 3D of the Michell algorithm. In addition, a
shape measure is introduced. The number of similarity classes is proved to be bounded and therefore the
meshes cannot degenerate.

Several similar studies are reported in the literature. For instance, a recursive approach is proposed by
Kossaczký [23]. This algorithm imposes certain restrictions and preprocessing in the initial mesh. The
3D algorithm is equivalent to that given in [5]. Maubach [27] develops an algorithm forn-simplicial grids
generated by reflection. Although the algorithm is valid in any dimension and the number of similarity
classes is bounded, it cannot be applied for a general tetrahedral grid. An additional closure refinement
is needed to avoid incompatibilities. Recently, Mukherjee [30] has presented an algorithm equivalent to
[5,25], and proves the equivalence with [27].

The algorithm presented in the present study is also based on bisection. Although we show similar
behavior to those cited above [5,23,25–27,30] the point of view is quite different since the three-
dimensional approach is now based on the two dimensional one applied to the skeleton of the
triangulation. The two dimensional version is equivalent to the 4-T Rivara algorithm, and the 3D one
is the generalization to three dimensions of the 4-T algorithm. The algorithm can be applied to any
valid initial mesh without any restriction on the shape of the tetrahedra, since it is based on a previous
classification of the edges based on their length. Moreover, because of the underlying spatial recursion
approach, these ideas can be extended to obtain local refinement algorithms in higher dimensional spaces
for such problems as relativity or Boltzmann computations.

The outline of the treatment is as follows: Next we introduce some basic notation and definitions.
Then in Section 2 we present the 2D version of the algorithm, and generalize this in Section 3 to the 3D
case. A complexity analysis follows in Section 4. Some numerical experiments and mesh examples to
demonstrate the refinement algorithm and to assess non degeneracy of the mesh conclude the study.

1.1. Notation and definitions

Definition 1.1 (m-simplex). LetV = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xm+1} be a set ofm+ 1 points inRn (16 m 6 n)
such that{ −→

X1Xi : 26 i 6m+ 1
}

is a linearly independent set of vectors inRn. Then the closed convex hull ofV denoted byS =
〈V 〉 = 〈X1,X2, . . . ,Xm+1〉 is called anm-dimensional simplex or anm-simplex inRn, while the points
X1, . . . ,Xm+1 are calledvertices of S[22]. In this way a (closed)tetrahedront is defined by an unordered
quadruple〈X1,X2,X3,X4〉 of noncoplanar vertices. Anedgeof the tetrahedron is represented by an
unordered pair〈Xi,Xj 〉 of distinct vertices, and afacef is defined by an unordered triple〈Xi,Xj ,Xk〉 of
distinct vertices. It is worth mentioning that the terms ‘tetrahedron’, ‘face’, and ‘edge’ do not denote the
finite sets of vertices, but rather the convex hulls of those vertices. Vertices, edges, faces, and tetrahedra
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Fig. 2. Non-conforming node in 2 and in 3 dimensions.

are also referred to as 0-, 1-, 2-, and 3-simplices, respectively. We refer to any (k)-simplex contained in a
tetrahedront as a (k)-simplex oft .

In general, given anm-simplexS = 〈X1,X2, . . . ,Xm+1〉, a (k)-simplex obtained fromS on deleting
m− k vertices is called a (k)-facef of S.

Definition 1.2 (Conforming simplicial mesh). LetΩ be a bounded set inRn with non-empty interior,
◦
Ω 6= ∅, and polygonal boundary∂Ω , and consider a partition ofΩ into a setτ = {t1, . . . , tn} of simplices
with

(i) Ω =⋃ ti ;
(ii)

◦
ti ∩ ◦tj= ∅ if i 6= j ;

(iii)
◦
ti 6= ∅; and such that;

(iv) any adjacent simplex elements share an entire face or edge or a common vertex, i.e., there are no
non-conformingnodes inτ [5,37] (see Fig. 2).

Under these conditions we will say thatτ is a conforming simplicial mesh forΩ (a conforming
triangulation in two dimensions, and a conforming tessellation in three dimensions, also called a 3D
conforming triangulation).

Definition 1.3 (Skeleton). Letτ be ann-simplicial mesh. The set skt(τ ) = {f : f is an (n − 1)-face
of some t ∈ τ } will be called the skeletonor (n − 1)-skeleton ofτ [7]. For instance, the skeleton
of a triangulation in three dimensions is comprised of the faces of the tetrahedra. In two dimensions
the skeleton is the set of edges of the triangles. It should be noted however, that the skeleton can be
understood as a new triangulation of the set comprised of all the(n−1)-faces of the initial triangulation.
Note that ifτ is a 3-dimensional conforming triangulation inR3, skt(τ ) is a 2-dimensional triangulation
embedded inR3 or a 21

2D triangulation [19].

The above definition of the skeleton can be applied in a recursive way. That is, the set skt(skt(τ ))=
{f : f is an(n − 2)-face of somes ∈ skt(τ )}. In fact, if τ is ann-simplicial mesh, skt(skt(τ )) will be
called the (n− 2)-skeletonof τ , and so on. Note that this concept is not related to themedial objector
skeletonused in the literature [20,36], or the skeleton of arrangements [14], but to the topological idea of
skeleton of a Euclidean complex [31].
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Fig. 3. Different divisions by the 2D algorithm.

Definition 1.4 (Edge bisection). LetS = 〈X1,X2, . . . ,Xm+1〉 be anm-simplex inRn, with edge〈Xj ,Xk〉
having midpointA= (Xj +Xk)/2. Then two new simplices

S1= 〈X1, . . . ,Xj−1,A,Xj+1, . . . ,Xk, . . . ,Xm+1〉,
S2= 〈X1, . . . ,Xj , . . . ,Xk−1,A,Xk+1, . . . ,Xm+1〉

may be formed such that the interiors are disjoint andS = S1 ∪ S2. This defines a subdivision ofS by
edge bisection or a simple bisection [22,37]. Frequently edge〈Xj,Xk〉 is chosen as the longest edge
of S [7,26,41].

Definition 1.5 (Configuration). LetS = 〈X1,X2, . . . ,Xm+1〉 be anm-simplex inRn, and suppose thatS
is to be refined by bisection of edges following some order. This ordered subset of edges ofS suitable
for local refinement will be called a configuration. Note that since we are using edge bisection, choosing
a set of edges is equivalent to selecting the set of midpoint nodes that will arise from the refinement.

As an example consider the configurations corresponding to ‘partial’ and ‘complete’ refinement of a
single triangle in Fig. 3. Let the longest edge be numbered 1, as the opposite vertex in the figure, and the
other edges numbered 2 and 3. Then we obtain the four refinement configurations shown and these can
be identified as indicated in Table 1. Here the configuration is specified by the list of edges in parenthesis,
in the order in which they are taken for bisection.

Similarly, in three dimensions, with the six edges numbered locally, the list(1,6,2,3) would represent
a configuration, for refining a tetrahedron, in which edges number 1, 6, 2, and 3 have been chosen for
bisection in that order. If there is no confusion the commas can be ommited, so, for example, the previous
configuration can be also written as(1623). For more details regarding the number of possible divisions
or configurations obtained in local and complete refining of a tetrahedron see the Appendix.

Lemma 1.1. The bisection of ann-simplex S by some selected edge induces the bisection of all
k-simplices inS with 16 k 6 n that contain the selected edge.
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Table 1
Possible configurations obtained by triangle subdivi-
sion of n edges. Integer sequences in bold indicate
distinct configurations and # is the number of distinct
(bold) configurations in each case

n Configurations #

1 (1) 1

2 (1,2)

(1,3) 2

3 (1,2,3) 1

Proof. Consider Definition 1.1 (m-simplex and (m−1)-simplex) and Definition 1.4 (edge bisection).2
Lemma 1.2. Consider the casen= 3. The bisection of a tetrahedront by several edges in some specified
order, induces the bisection of all the faces oft that contain any of the selected edges, and the bisection
of the faces occurs in the same order as the bisection of the tetrahedron.

Proof. Note that an order in the edges of the tetrahedron induces another order (a relative order) in the
edges inside each triangular face. Lemma 1.1 gives then the proof.2

In the present scheme we seek to define a 3D refinement strategy after a 2D refinement algorithm has
been applied to the skeleton of the 3D triangulation. Both of the algorithms will be based on bisection.
Moreover, both are based on a certain classification of the edges defining the successive bisections. Note
that from the last definition and from the lemmas, if we know the bisection edges, and the order in which
they are taken for subdividing the tetrahedron, the subdivision is already defined. In our case, as in the
4-T Rivara algorithm, this order is based on the length of the edges.

2. The 2D case

2.1. The 4-T Rivara algorithm

For clarity of exposition it is useful first, to recall the (non-recursive) 4-T refinement algorithm of
Rivara applied to a trianglet0 belonging to some initial triangulationτ [39,41]:

The 4-T Rivara algorithm

/* Input variables:t0, triangle to be refined, andτ , triangular mesh
Output variables: new meshτ
Internal variables:P,Q, nodes;t1, t2, t∗, triangles */

Perform the longest-edge bisection oft0
/* Let P be the midpoint generated andt1, t2 the triangles obtained */
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While P is anon-conformingside midpoint of the neighbor trianglet∗ do
Perform the longest-edge bisection oft∗
/* Let Q be the point generated */
If P 6=Q then join pointsP andQ
P =Q

End While
For i = 1,2 do

Perform the bisection ofti by the common side oft andti
/* Let P be the midpoint generated */
While P is anon-conformingside midpoint of the neighbor trianglet∗ do

Perform the longest-edge bisection oft∗
/* Let Q be the point generated */
If P 6=Q then join pointsP andQ
P =Q

End While
End For
End.

The performance of the 4-T algorithm of Rivara is indicated for a simple example in Fig. 4, in which (a)
is the original triangulation, (b) shows the longest edge bisection oft , and (c) and (d) show the extension
for conformity. (Fig. 4(d) shows the final triangulation in which subtrianglest1 andt2 of t have also been
subdivided.) For comparison, (b1) and (c1) show the edge bisections in our new algorithm. Clearly, it
reproduces the triangulation in (d). Further details follow in Section 2.2 next.

2.2. The two-dimensional skeleton based refinement(2D-SBR) algorithm

Recalling Figs. 4(b1), (c1) and (d) the algorithm proceeds by first bisecting edges and then connecting
to triangulate. The 2D-SBR algorithm proceeds as follows:

The 2D-SBR Algorithm

/* Input variables:t0, triangle to be refined, andτ , triangular mesh
Output variables: new meshτ
Internal variables:P,Q, nodes;t, t∗, triangles */

/* 1. Edge subdivision and assuring conformity*/
Perform the bisection of three edges oft0
For each new midpointP generateddo

While P is not the longest-edge midpoint of the neighbor trianglet∗ do
Perform the bisection of the longest-edge oft∗
/* let Q be the point generated */
P =Q

End While
End For
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Fig. 4. Refinement and conformity.

/* 2. Local subdivision of each involved triangle*/
For each involvedt ∈ τ do

Perform the suitable subdivision oft
End For
End.

Our 2D algorithm was first introduced by Plaza et al. [35], modifying the version proposed in [15]. It
differs from Rivara’s approach in the following points: (i) when the triangles are taken for evaluation of
the refinement condition, the edges for bisection are subdivided, and (ii) after the conformity has been
ensured, each triangle is divided following a suitable pattern. As shown previously there are only four
possible configurations.
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Fig. 5. Oriented graph representing the classification of the edges of a triangle, 2D mesh and associated graph.

Theorem 2.1. The 2D-SBR algorithm is equivalent to the 4-T Rivara algorithm.

Proof. Note that step 1 of the 2D-SBR algorithm, edge subdivision and assuring conformity, makes
implicit use of the longest-edge propagation path concept, introduced and discussed in [33,40]. This
concept is also equivalent to the associated graph to the triangulation (see below), introduced in [34].
The first step also assures the conformity of the refined mesh in the same way as the 4-T algorithm.

It is clear, finally, that the possible patterns from dividing a particular triangle are the same in both
algorithms, and these patterns depend on the number of bisected edges.2

Because the longest edge of a triangle plays an important role in these algorithms, for convenience,
the edges of each triangle can be classified in two types, the longest one, type 1, and the other two edges,
type 2. In this way an oriented graph, such as that shown in Fig. 5, can be associated with each triangle.
The arrows indicate the dependency of the edges when refining to enforce conformity. This classification
of the edges is local to each triangle because an edge can be the longest one in one triangle but not the
longest one in the neighbor triangle.

3. The 3D-SBP algorithm

3.1. Definitions

We introduce here some definitions and notations for the 3D case.

Definition 3.1 (Surrounding edge). LetT n = {τ1 < τ2 < · · · < τn} be a sequence of triangular grids
obtained by edge bisection inRn, and letP be a node not belonging to the coarsest meshτ1. Then the
edgee in which nodeP is at the midpoint is called the surrounding edge ofP , and we write srr(P )= e.
It is clear that if nodeP is a new-node in levelk, its surrounding edge has been created in levelj for
somej < k.
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Fig. 6. Hull relative to the tessellation.

Definition 3.2 (Supporting face). To each edgee we assign one of the facesf having e as one of its
edges. Facef will be called the supporting face ofe, and we write spp(e)= f .

Definition 3.3 (Hull of an edge). Letτ be ann-dimensional simplicial mesh. The hull of edgee is the
set of simplicesh(e)= {S ∈ τ : e ∈ S}. That is,h(e) is comprised of all the simplices that share the same
edgee. Note that in generalh(e) is not a convex set. It is worth noting that if the information of the
surrounding edge of each new node and the supporting face for each edge is kept, it is relatively easy to
get the hull of an edge.

3.2. Outline of the refinement algorithm

Let τ be a three-dimensional tetrahedral grid andt0 be a tetrahedron in the grid to be refined.

The 3D-SBR algorithm

/* Input variables:t0, tetrahedron to be refined, andτ , 3D triangular mesh
Output variables: new meshτ
Internal variables:L, set of nodes;Ne,P,Pe? , nodes;e, e?, edges;f , face;t , tetrahedron */

/* 1. Edge subdivision*/
L= {∅}
For each edgee ∈ t0 do

Bisecte producingnew-nodeNe
L= L ∪Ne

End For
/* 2. The conformity is ensured*/
While L 6= ∅ do

/* Let P be a node fromL with surrounding edgeeP */
For each tetrahedront ∈ h(eP ) do

For each non-conforming facef of t do
Bisect the longest-edgee? of f producingnew-nodePe? at the midpoint ofe?

L= L∪ Pe?
End For
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End For
L=L−P

End While
/* 3. The subdivision of the skeleton is performed*/
For each triangular facef ∈ skt(τ ) to be subdivideddo

Subdividef
End For
/* 4. The subdivision of the tetrahedra is performed*/
For each tetrahedront ∈ τ to be subdivideddo

Subdividet
End For
End.

The iterative application of the previous algorithm yields a sequence of nested tetrahedral meshes
T n = {τ1< τ2< · · ·< τn}, whereτ1 represents the initial mesh andτn the finest mesh in the sequence.

3.3. Properties

The salient feature in the 3D-SBR algorithm is the way in which mesh conformity is assured. It is
worth noting that the new 3-dimensional mesh obtained by bisection will be conforming if and only
if its 2-dimensional skeleton is conforming. To ensure the conformity of the skeleton, we can use the
2-dimensional algorithm for simplicial subdivision applied to the skeleton of the 3D triangulation.

As an example, Fig. 7 shows the application of the algorithm to a very simple initial mesh comprised
of only 2 tetrahedra (Fig. 7(a)). We assume that tetrahedron〈1,2,3,4〉 is to be refined based on some
error indicator (Fig. 7(b)) and the adjacent one is to be refined to satisfy conformity (see Fig. 7(c), in
which nodes N1 and N2 are introduced). Fig. 7(d) presents the division of the 2D skeleton and Fig. 7(e)
the final mesh in which the new elements have been defined.

In the final stage, step 4 of the algorithm, only the local subdivision of each involved 3-simplex of the
original mesh must be made.

Theorem 3.1. The 3D-SBR algorithm is finite.

Proof. This result follows directly from the fact that the corresponding two dimensional 4-T algorithm
[38] is finite, and the number of possible configurations for subdividing a tetrahedron is also finite.

Geometrically, the conforming process can be viewed as the refinement of a set of polyhedral neighbor
sets, where each has its axis longer than the preceding one. This property ensures that the algorithm
terminates with a conforming mesh in a finite number of steps, in the same way as the algorithm described
in [41]. 2
Theorem 3.2. The subdivision of the faces is compatible with the internal subdivision of the tetrahedra.

Proof. Note that all possible situations for refining the boundary of each tetrahedron are based on
the relation between the longest edge of each face, since we are using the 2D algorithm to refine the
skeleton. By the earlier lemmas the refinement at the boundary can also be achieved by subdivision of
the tetrahedron following the order of its bisection edges.2
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Fig. 7. Example of application of the 3D-SBR algorithm. The initial mesh is given in (a) and the edges of one
tetrahedron are bisected in (b). New edges in the neighbor tetrahedron are bisected in (c) and the surface triangles
(skeleton) are refined in (d). The interior of each tetrahedron is defined in (e) to yield the final mesh.
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Corollary 3.1. The meshes obtained by application of the previous algorithm are conforming.

4. Complexity of the algorithm

Consider the 3D case. First step,edge subdivison, has a complexity of O(1).
Assuring the conformity, step 2, has a complexity of O(Na) since it is accomplished locally, for each

node in the setL as the procedure below shows.Na is the number of added nodes at refinement. Note
that this task can be performed locally by means of vectorssurrounding edgesrr(N), andsupporting face
spp(e), defined in Section 3.

Procedure Find-hull

/* Input variables:N , node
Output variables:h(e), list of tetrahedra
Internal variables:e, edge;f , f ∗, faces;t1, t2, t∗, tetrahedra */

e= srr(N)
h(e)= {∅}
f = spp(e)
/* Let t1 andt2 be the two tetrahedra sharing facef */
While t1 6= t2 do

h(e)= h(e)∪ t1
/* Let f ∗ be the face int1 sharing edgee, with f ∗ 6= f
andt∗ the neighbor tetrahedron oft1 throughf ∗ */
t1= t∗
f = f ∗

End While
h(e)= h(e)∪ t1
End

In the previous procedure, for simplicity, it has been supposed that the edgee is an internal edge to
the domainΩ . The cases in which edgee is external, that ise belongs to the boundary ofΩ , or the
supporting face ofe, f = spp(e), is in the boundary ofΩ , can be studied in an analogous way.

Following the 3D-SBR algorithm, steps 3 and 4 present a complexity of O(Nf) and O(Nt), respectively,
whereNf is the number of involved faces, andNt the number of involved tetrahedra. Hence, the
complexity of the algorithm can be estimated by O(Na)+O(Nf)+O(Nt).

In the case of an initial triangulation in which the number of faces and the number of tetrahedra are of
the same order as the number of nodes, linear complexity in the number of nodes follows. Note, that this is
the general case for the meshes used in finite element applications (see, for example, [8, p. 75] and [13]).
The relation between the numbers of topological entities in real meshes is studied in detail in [6]. When
the global refinement proceedsn times, both the number of vertices and the number of tetrahedra, tend to
be of the same order. This same order of magnitude is implied by the result: limn→∞(4Tn/Nn)= 24 (see
[42]), whereTn is the number of tetrahedra aftern global refinements, andNn is the number of nodes
aftern global refinements. Numerical experiments also indicate that in practice the algorithm performs
like a linear complexity algorithm [32].
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5. Numerical examples

Here we present some refinement case studies to show the behavior of the 3D algorithm. All the
calculations were performed on a Sun-4 workstation with the f77 compiler optimization option on.
Several measures of mesh quality (or degeneracy) are possible and we summarize some of these
bellow:

Whitehead [44] introduced therelative thicknessof a simplexS:

ρ(S)= r̃(S)

d(S)
, (1)

where the‘radius’ r̃(S) is defined here as the distance from the centroid ofS to its boundary (that is the
minimum distance from the centroid to the faces of the simplex) andd(S) is the diameter ofS (that is,
the length of its longest edge).

Stynes [43] introduced

t (S)= area(S)

d2(S)
(2)

for the bisection method applied to triangles. This ratio can be generalized easily to higher dimensions as

t (S)= volume(S)

dn(S)
, (3)

wheren is the dimension of the simplexS.
Other authors (see, for example, [12]) have used

ratio(S)= r(S)

R(S)
, (4)

where r(S) is now the length of the radius of the inscribed sphere andR(S) is the radius of the
circumsphere.

For tetrahedront and each vertexP ∈ t , Rivara and Levin [41] use the measureΦP associated with
the solid angle atP :

ΦP = sin−1 (1− cos2αP − cos2βP − cos2γP + 2 cosαP cosβP cosγP
)1/2

, (5)

whereαP , βP , γP are the associated corner angles, to defineΦt =min{ΦP : P ∈ t}. Moreover, for each
conforming mesh,τ , they assign the numberΦτ =min{Φt : t ∈ τ } to obtain a global measure for the
mesh. With these parameters they classify the tetrahedra into four classes and offer some numerical
results regarding the evolution ofbad tetrahedrawhen certain refinements are performed. The relation
betweenΦP and the solid angleΩP atP , can be established as follows. From [24] we get

sin(ΩP /2)= (1− cos2αP − cos2βP − cos2γP + 2 cosαP cosβP cosγP )1/2

4cos(αP /2)cos(βP /2)cos(γP /2)
. (6)

So,

ΩP = 2 sin−1 sin(ΦP )

4cos(αP /2)cos(βP /2)cos(γP /2)
. (7)
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Table 2
Problems 1–4

P1 P2 P3 P4

η= 0.8846 η= 0.8399 η= 0.2835 η= 1.0000

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 2
√

3 0.0 0.0

1.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 2.0
√

3 3.0 0.0

0.5 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.5 0.5 5.0
√

3 1.0 2
√

2

Fig. 8. Local refinement at a re-entrant corner.

Liu and Joe [25,26] introduce the estimate

η(t)= 3 3
√
λ1λ2λ3

λ1+ λ2+ λ3
, (8)

whereλi are the eigenvalues of the matrixA(R,M)= (MR−1)TMR−1 for matricesM andR associated
with a given tetrahedront and a regular tetrahedron with the same volume ast . The columns ofM are the
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Table 3
Comparison of problems 1–4

Problem 1

Longest edge bisection QLRB 3D-SBR

Level NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin

1 1 0.885 0.356 1 0.885 0.356 1 0.885 0.356

2 8 0.682 0.189 8 0.682 0.187 8 0.682 0.187

3 86 0.479 0.079 64 0.663 0.164 64 0.571 0.142

Problem 2

Longest edge bisection QLRB 3D-SBR

Level NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin

1 1 0.840 0.339 1 0.840 0.339 1 0.840 0.339

2 8 0.657 0.169 8 0.504 0.091 8 0.504 0.091

3 86 0.458 0.070 64 0.504 0.091 64 0.504 0.091

Problem 3

Longest edge bisection QLRB 3D-SBR

Level NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin

1 1 0.284 0.047 1 0.284 0.047 1 0.284 0.047

2 8 0.181 0.024 8 0.181 0.024 8 0.181 0.024

3 192 0.165 0.014 64 0.170 0.022 64 0.163 0.014

Problem 4

Longest edge bisection QLRB 3D-SBR

Level NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin NTET ηmin Ωmin

1 1 1.00 0.551 1 1.00 0.551 1 1.00 0.551

2 8 0.546 0.132 8 0.546 0.132 8 0.546 0.132

3 306 0.458 0.070 64 0.429 0.070 64 0.429 0.070

vectors corresponding to the edges joining a vertex to the other vertices oft andR is similarly defined
for the reference tetrahedron. They prove thatη(t) is independent of the order of the vertices and that

η(t)= 12 (3 volume)2/3∑6
i=1 l

2
i

, (9)

whereli means the length of the edgei.
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Fig. 9. Evolution of shape measures for example of Fig. 8.

We compute these parameters in our test examples in order to study the change in shape quality of the
tetrahedra as successive local refinements are carried out with the algorithm of Section 3.

In Table 2 the first four problems in [41] are listed in terms of the coordinates of their four vertices.
They are also considered in [26]. P1 and P2 are well-shaped tetrahedra; P3 is a poorly-shaped tetrahedron
and P4 is the regular tetrahedron.
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The left part of Table 3 shows the results reproduced from (8) and (7) based on the longest edge
bisection [41]. The middle part of the Table 3 is for QLRB in [26]. Note that the results using our
algorithm in the right column are comparable to those by the longest edge bisection of Rivara and
Levin [41] and the QLRB algorithm of Liu and Joe [26].

Another test case is presented in Fig. 8. The figure shows local refinements of a 3D domain in which
a singularity on the interior corner edge is assumed. We suppose here an error function given by the
equation

Error= 1

0.0001+ d2
, (10)

whered is the distance to the reentrant corner. Then we get an error per element as usual, by integrating
the function Error in each tetrahedront . Here we suppose a linear approximation of the function Error
at the vertices in each tetrahedron, so that the error per element,E(t), is equal to the volume oft , vol(t),
multiplied by the value of the function at the centroid of the elementBt :

E(t)= vol(t) ·Error(Bt), (11)

whereBt is the baricenter oft . SinceE(t) is weighted by the volume of the element, Eq. (11) includes
the scale of the mesh in the vecinity of the singularity. The mesh of Fig. 8(b) contains 1365 nodes and
6657 tetrahedra.

The evolution of the shape measurements through the sequence of 10 refinements for this test case
can be observed in Fig. 9. Here, Min_sol_ang is the minimum solid angle, Min_pla_ang is the minimum
planar angle, Min_Styn is the minimum value of (2), Min_Whit is the minimum of (1), min_etha is
the minimum of (7), and minratio_r/R is the minimum of the ratio (4). Better results in shape measure
could be obtained by combination with some appropriate mesh improvement techniques like swapping
or smoothing [17] or local transformations [21].

6. Conclusions

The ideas presented here provide a framework for studying local refinement in 2D and 3D and extend
the ideas developed by Rivara and other researchers. In fact, the 3-dimensional refinement is deduced
from the application of a similar 2-dimensional scheme to the skeleton. The algorithm complexity is
linear by enforcing the conformity locally as the new nodes are introduced. Since the data structure is
similar to that used in [16], implementation of the corresponding derefinement algorithm and of the multi-
grid method are relatively simple. Moreover, these algorithms can be applied to any initial triangular or
tetrahedral mesh without any preprocessing.

The results confirm that the measure of degeneracy is bounded, and converges asymptotically to a fixed
value. Even though a mathematical proof of this property is still not available, the algorithm developed
in this paper promises to be a useful and practical tool for the refinement of tetrahedral grids. Moreover,
as in the 2D case, it is also possible to developcorresponding algorithmsfor the derefinement of 3D
meshes created by means of the refinement algorithm. This is an important feature for dealing with time
dependent problems.

The basic idea for extending a two-dimensional algorithm to a three-dimensional one using the
skeleton may be generalized and applied in dimensionn and with other refinement algorithms. However,
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Fig. 10. Tetrahedron in canonical position and local numeration of the vertices and edges.

it should be noted that, in a generaln-dimensional simplex we needn indices to classify the edges by their
length, and this classification may not be very easy to implement. Furthermore, asn grows the number
of possible configurations arising from refinement grows as well.

Finally, we remark that these algorithms based on bisection can be extended in such a way that the
refinement algorithm yields a sequence of refined meshes, which though physically non-nested, still
retain an underlying logical refinement structure [4].

Appendix. Tetrahedral refinement configurations

Let us consider the generic tetrahedron with nodes and edges numbered as in Fig. 10 so that edge (3,4)
is the longest one. The faces are numbered with the number of the opposite vertex, as usual. Introducing
a criterion similar to that of Liu and Joe [26], Bánsch [5] or Mukherjee [30], we assign to each edge of
the tetrahedron atype-label between 1 and 3: the longest edge of a tetrahedron is labeled type 1. Note
that this edge is also the longest edge of two faces (faces 1 and 2 sharing the edge). The longest edge of
each one of the other two faces (faces 3 and 4) is labeled edge type 2, and the rest of the edges are type
3. Edge type 1 is the reference edge of the tetrahedron.

Theorem A.1. There are90 possible configurations obtained by local or global refinement, including
no-division.

Proof. Note that each configuration different from simple bisection by the longest edge of the tetrahedron
is determined by the number and relative position of the introduced midpoint nodes. Nodes other than
the midpoint of the longest edge of the tetrahedron will appear on faces 3 and 4. In other words, to count
the number of configurations we can ask for the number of possibilities of division for the pair of faces 3
and 4 and add 2 more: single bisection and no-bisection of the initial tetrahedron.

Recall that the first step is based on refinement of the triangular faces in the skeleton. As seen in Fig. 3
there are 4 possible divisions of a triangular face once the longest edge has been determined. Since the
longest edge for face 3 and for face 4 is not predetermined and there are three edges we have 3× 4= 12
different possibilities, and keeping in mind the single bisection option, there are 13 possibilities for each
triangular face. Since faces 2 and 3 share edge number 6, we have to distinguish if edge 6 is subdivided
(8 cases) or not (5 cases). So the total number of configurations can be counted as
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Edge # 6 divided 8× 8= 64

Edge # 6 not divided 5× 5= 25

No division 1

TOTAL # 902
However, many of the configurations above will be equivalent within a rotation. We now introduce a

classification procedure to delineate the equivalent configurations. In fact, the edges on each tetrahedron
can be consistently classified using the order of the edges of each triangular face. In this way, the
refinement of the skeleton by means of our 2D algorithm generates the trace of the 3D refinement
obtained by bisection, following the order of the edges chosen for subdivision.

We distinguish three types of tetrahedra based on the relative position of their edge-types. First, we
consider the tetrahedra obtained by bisecting the type 1 edge, second by the edge–or edges–type 2,
and so on. Note that edge bisection generates more than two more tetrahedra if and only if the edge is
common to two previous tetrahedra. That is, if and only if the edge bisected is opposite the longest one.
Hence the type of this edge is important in order to classify the tetrahedra. The classification scheme for
tetrahedront proceeds as follows:

Procedure Classification
/* Input variables:t tetrahedron

Output variables: type */
If edge 6 has type 3then

t has type 1
Else edge 6 =longest(face 3)=longest(face 4)then

t has type 2
Else

t has type 3
End If.

Each type of tetrahedron can be represented by an oriented graph such as that shown in Fig. 11. The
arrows in the graph indicate the dependency of the edges when refining for conformity. This means that
if in a tetrahedron there is one type-3 edge marked for refinement, all of the edges with which it is
connected in the graph must also be marked. The graph associated with a type-1 tetrahedron in Fig. 11(a)
implies that the edge opposite to the longest one is type-3 -as marked in bold. Similarly, in Fig. 11(b) a
type-2 tetrahedron, a single type-2 edge is opposite to the reference edge. Finally, in tetrahedra type-3
the opposite edge to the longest one is type-2, but is shorter than the other edge type-2, and both are in
the same face. This explains the dependency between the two edges type-2 in Fig. 11(c).

The simplest configuration obtained bylocal or partial refinement is that in which only one node is
introduced in the midpoint of the longest edge of the tetrahedron. We will denote this configuration as (1).
Global or full refinement of a tetrahedron means that a node is introduced in each one of its edges. We
begin by pointing out the equivalence of the possible configurations that are obtained by pure rotation. Let
the tetrahedron of Fig. 12(a) be rotatedπ radians about an axis through the midpoints of edges 1 and 6.
We obtain again the tetrahedron in canonical position, but the local numeration of its edges and nodes
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Fig. 11. Oriented graphs representing the different classes of tetrahedra.

Fig. 12. Two equivalent configurations.

has changed. This is the unique rotation that preserves the canonical position and is still distinct from
the identity [29]. Observe that if this rotation is denotedr , the relation between the nodes is:r(1) = 2,
r(2) = 1, r(3) = 4 andr(4) = 3. Similarly for the edges (ei: i = 1, . . . ,6) we can write:r(e1) = e1,
r(e2)= e4, r(e3)= e5 andr(e6)= e6.

Next, let us represent each configuration by means of integer sequences of the form(i . . . l) where the
edges that are subdivided are listed in order according to their types, from type 1 to type 3. For instance,
the configuration of Fig. 12(a) is represented as(1623) since it is characterized by midpoint nodes of
edges 1, 6, 2 and 3. (Here edge 6 has type 2, since it is the second one in the sequence, and as it is
opposite the reference edge (1), the tetrahedron has type 2 in which 4 nodes are added.) For comparison,
the configuration(1645) is shown in Fig. 12(b).

In the set of integer sequences

IS= {σ,such thatσ = (i1, . . . , ik), where k 6 6, ij ∈ {1,2, . . . ,6}, i1= 1 andin 6= im if n 6=m}
we define an equivalence relation in this way:

(1) If r(σ1)= σ2, thenσ1∼ σ2.
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Table 4
Possible configurations obtained by tetrahedron subdivision of na edges. Integer sequences in bold indicate distinct
configurations and # is the number of distinct (bold) configurations in each case

na Tet type 1 Tet type 2 Tet type 3 #

1 (1) (1) (1) 1

2 (1,2)∼(1,4) (1,6) (1,2)∼(1,4)

(1,3)∼(1,5) (1,3)∼(1,5) 3

3 (1,2,5)∼(1,4,3) (1,6,2)∼(1,6,4) (1,2,5)∼(1,4,3)

(1,3,4)∼(1,5,2) (1,6,3)∼(1,6,5) (134)∼(152)

(1,2,3)∼(1,4,5) (1,2,6)∼(1,4,6)

(1,2,4) (1,3,6)∼(1,5,6)

(1,3,5) 9

4 (1,2,3,6)∼(1,4,5,6) (1,6,5,4)∼(1,6,3,2) (1,2,6,5)∼(1,4,6,3)

(1,2,3,4)∼(1,4,5,2) (1,6,2,5)∼(1,6,4,3) (1,3,6,4)∼(1,5,6,2)

(1,2,3,5)∼(1,4,5,3) (1,6,2,4) (1,2,6,3)∼(1,4,6,5)

(1,3,5,6) (1,6,3,5) (1,2,6,4)∼(1,4,6,2)

(1,3,5,4)∼(1,5,3,2) (1,3,6,2)∼(1,5,6,4)

(1,4,2,6) (1,3,6,5)∼(1,5,6,3)

(1,4,2,3)∼(1,2,4,5) 17

5 (1,2,3,6,4)∼(1,4,5,6,2) (1,6,2,3,4)∼(1,6,4,5,2) (1,2,6,5,3)∼(1,4,6,3,5)

(1,2,3,6,5)∼(1,4,5,6,3) (1,6,2,3,5)∼(1,6,4,5,3) (1,2,6,5,4)∼(1,4,6,3,2)

(1,2,3,4,5)∼(1,4,5,2,3) (1,3,6,4,5)∼(1,5,6,2,3)

(1,2,4,6,3)∼(1,4,2,6,5) (1,3,6,4,2)∼(1,5,6,2,4)

(1,3,5,2,4) (1,2,6,3,4)∼(1,4,6,5,2)

(1,3,5,6,2)∼(1,5,3,6,4) (1,3,6,2,5)∼(1,5,6,4,3)

(1,4,2,3,5) 15

6 (1,2,3,4,5,6)∼(1,4,5,2,3,6) (1,6,2,3,4,5) (1,2,6,3,4,5)∼(1,4,6,5,2,3)

(1,2,4,3,5,6) (1,3,6,2,4,5)∼(1,5,6,4,2,3)

(1,3,5,2,4,6) 6

# 25 10 16 51
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(2) If σ1= σ2 except for the order of edges with the same type non-connected in the associated graph,
thenσ1∼ σ2. This concerns type-3 tetrahedra, in which there is a relation between the two type-2
edges.

It follows immediately that these conditions define an equivalence relation in IS.

Theorem A.2. There are51 different possible configurations obtained by local or global refinement,
excluding rotations.

Proof. The proof of the theorem follows simply by counting all the equivalence classes which are
identified in Table 4. There, the cases in bold are the distinct ones and the other cases are equivalent
by rotation to bold cases. The total number of cases in Table 4 is 89 of which 51 are distinct.2
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